Security systems integration
that’s right for you

Take advantage
of the very
latest integrated
security software

Your security and safety challenges are
complex – but the technology you use to
manage them shouldn’t be
Quanika Compact software was
designed and developed to bring to
life a single vision: to deliver on the
true promise of integration.
Despite the hype around the
possibilities of IP-based technology,
many businesses still rely on
siloed security systems that use
proprietary protocols. This means
increased risk due to limited

control and visibility, operational
inefficiencies and a limited ability to
scale and adapt.
In short, integration is hampered
by slow moving technology
partnerships or expensive and
complex customisation, which is out
of reach of most organisations.
But not with Quanika.

Unlock the value
of IP-integration
As never before, Quanika delivers
on the promise of affordable
integration. Whatever size your
operation, Quanika Compact
gives you the
most capable,
open architecture
software solution
available today.

It combines enterprise-level access
control functionality with the
power of Axis video surveillance,
and gives you unlimited integration
possibilities.

contractors; automate and enhance
their visitor experience; and respond
to events more quickly – all with
detailed activity audit trails and
video evidence.

Quanika works with Axis devices
and software that involves minimal
PoE cabling, making deployment
easy. And as your needs change,
scaling and migrating to new
systems is affordable and painless.

For mid-sized applications, Quanika
can integrate both security and
building management systems,
driving efficiency across the
entire facility. It’s easy to create a
centralised monitoring environment
and that gives a complete view
through video, intruder, fire and
events from all devices and
systems, map views, and more.
The result: greater control and a
faster response.

For small businesses, Quanika
Compact improves efficiency and
reduces risks. It lets them control
events and alarms with visual
verification; administer credentialdriven access with ID for staff and

Readers and door stations
Users have a choice of RFID
readers and intercom devices
from multiple vendors that
can combine high-quality
audio, 24/7 video identification,
remote entry control and
smartphone integration.

Simplicity powered by IP
Fast and affordable
deployment
A wide range of hardware
options
Intuitive and simple user
interfaces
Futureproof and scalable

Flexible, high-performance
entry control
Quanika Compact leverages the
power of the AXIS A1001 and A1601
Network Door Controllers that are
easily mounted close to doors using
power over ethernet (PoE) enabling,
fast deployment and low maintenance
costs. An efficient way to secure
your facilities the controllers highperformance processing power and
storage make them fast and stable,
so you are absolutely sure that only
people who have permission are
allowed to enter your premises.
Advanced access management allowing storage of credentials
directly on to the devices to enable flexible offline mode functionality

Easy and Efficient
Surveillance
Quanika integrates with AXIS
Camera Station video management
software, which is powerful and
easy to use, allowing anyone
to manage the system, handle
incidents and quickly export high
definition evidence. It includes easy
video redaction tools for privacy
compliance.
The AXIS Mobile app allows users to
keep up with events remotely and
the AXIS NVRs comes preloaded
with software and preconfigured to
reduce installation time.

High performance image
capture
Simple, intuitive interface
Remote notifications
and alerts

And whatever camera you’re
looking for, you’ll find an Axis
network camera to suit your needs
– from robust outdoor models
to discreet devices for sensitive
environments. The result is a plugand-play solution that’s perfect for
installations of up to 128 cameras.

Mid-Sized Systems

Access
Control

With this option you can benefit
from surveillance and control of
your entire facility, from internal
areas right out to the perimeter and
even across multiple sites.

Unlimited entry controllers
Unlimited users
Up to 128 cameras
Multiple administrators

You can enhance your customer
experience by automating visitor
management and take advantage
of big data intelligence from video
analytics. Quanika will let you
increase operational efficiency and
reduce risk by adding ID badge
software, controlling elevator
access and integrating fire, heating
and ventilation systems.

Surveillance

Entry-Level Systems
Conventional integrated
systems are best suited to
large applications with hundreds
of doors and cameras, yet the
vast majority of installations
are much smaller.

Intruder

Surveillance

Up to 20 controllers
Unlimited users
16 cameras
1 administrator

Quanika Compact recognises
this. It allows you start with
up to 20 doors with the option
to integrate up to 16 cameras
and gives you the flexibility to
bolt on intercom and intruder
systems - yet you only pay for
what you need.
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Open IP architecture that
saves time and money
compared to traditional
proprietary setups.
Giving you the freedom
to choose the right mix of
equipment to meet your
security and business needs.
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Quanika Compact lets you grow at
your own pace – but, at the same
time, it gives you the powerful video
and access features usually only
available to enterprise businesses
with large budgets.

Giving you the
freedom to choose
the right mix of
equipment

Now you can have exactly the
right solution for your needs,
regardless of complexity and size.
Quanika Compact gives you full
flexibility to scale-up, whether
you need to simply add additional
doors or leverage the power of
video analytics, car park and visitor
management or high-quality audio
systems across a larger facility or
multiple sites.
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Strengthen security and
increase operational efficiency
with intelligent Axis technology
combined with powerful
Quanika off-the-shelf and
affordable modules that allow
simplified integration to a wide
range of world-class, thirdparty hardware, systems
and databases.
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Simplicity powered by IP
Fast and affordable
deployment
A wide range of hardware
options
Intuitive and simple user
interfaces
Futureproof and scalable

Tomorrow’s Security
Solutions Today
Why Quanika
Working for major corporate enterprises globally,
Quanika operates at the forefront of systems
integration, developing the most capable, open
architecture software solutions available today.
Whatever size your operation, whatever challenges
you face, we’ll strengthen your business with all the
advanced capabilities you most need, seamlessly and
affordably.
Quanika works with industry-best technology leaders to
deliver high-level control, as never before.
We strip away the complexity and deliver on the
promise of affordable integration.
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